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1 INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 

Alexander (1987) completely characterized the central limit theorem for em
pirical processes on Vapnik-Cervonenkis classes of functions. His proof relies 
on comparison with Gaussian processes. In this paper we present a differ
ent version of this result using Talagrand's analytic characterization of pre
gaussianness (the majorizing measure condition). Our proof can be directly 
extended to give the corresponding result in the non-gaussian stable case. 

Let (5, S, P) be a complete probability space where S is countably gen
erated and let {Xlt : n E N} be a sequence of independent and identically 
distributed random variables with law P. By {~lt : n E N} we represent a 
sequence of independent random variables such that 

P{~lt = +1} = P{e n = -I} = 2'
1 

nE N, 

(a Rademacher sequence). In what follows, we use the sample space (0, A, p,.) = 
(SN x [0,1], SN X B[o,l), pN X A)' where B[O,I] is the Borel IT-algebra for the 
usual topology in [0,1] and A is the Lebesgue measure. This space is rich 
enough to support the sequence {Xn : n E N} and a Rademacher sequence 
{~n : n E N} independent from each other. 

Lp(S,S, P) (or simply Lp), 1 ::; p ::; 2, is the class of real measurable 
functions on S such that Is I f !P dP < 00. On L p(5, S, P) we define the 
pseudometric 

We will write Pf instead of Is f dP. Let :F be a class of real measurable 
functions on S with envelope F( $) = sup fE.1" I f( s) I finite for all $ E S. Let 
F· : S -+ R be the measurable envelope of :F (see Dudley (1984), Theorem 
:3.1.1.). 

For a probability space (A', &, It) , It· is the outer probability measure for 
It. From Proposition 2.2 in Andersen (1985) it follows that 

P-{F> t} = P{F· > I}, f01' i E R. 

It also holds that 

P,··{F(X,.) > t} = P{F· > I}, fo,' all t E R. 
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Let {P'l : 11. E N} be the sequence of empirical probability measures corre
sponding to {Xn : n EN}, Pn = n- 1 L::~1 5xj ' If we write 

1 

Il n = 1/.2(Pn - P), nE N, 

since F is finite for all '" E S', we have that for all 11. EN, 

n 

{lln (J) : f E F} = {n- t 2:(J(Xi) - P1) : f E F} 
i=1 

is a stochastic process with sample paths in the space f,OO(F) of real bounded 
functions defined on F. We endow £OO(F) with the sup norm, 11 H 11.1"= 
sUPfE.1" I H(J) I, H E f,OO(F). If p is a pseudometric on F, Cu(F, p) is the 
space of uniformly p-continuous bounded real functions. 

Some of the calculations to be carried out need certain measurability con
ditions on the class F; we will assume both that F is admissibly measurable 
for P and that F' = {f - 9 : f,g E F} and F~2({3) = {f - 9 : f,g E 
F, pZ(I, 9) ::; {3} are deviation measurable for P (see Alexander (1987) for 
these definitions). 

In part (a) of the following lemma, we recall the subgaussian inequality, 
which is a particular case of Hoeffding's inequality (1963); part (b) of the 
lemma gives Bel"llstein's inequality (see Bennet (1962)). 

LEMMA 1.1. (a) If {En: 11 E N} is a Rademacher sequence and {an: 
11 E N} C R then, for all 11. EN. 

n t2 n 

P{2: a i Ei > t} ::; exp{-2 :L an, t E R. 
,=1 ,=1 

(b) Let {~l : 11 E N} be a sequence of independent real random variables 
sucll tllat 1}~l I::; M and E~l = 0, for all 11. E N. Then 

Since (fOO(F), 11 . 11.1") is a nonseparable (except for finite F) Banach space 
and since Iln : n -t fCXJ(F) is not necessarily measurable with respect to A and 
the Borel a-algebra corresponding to the topology induced by 11 . IIF, we have 



to consider a convenient definition of weak convergence. Following Hoffmann
J 4>rgensen (1984), we say that e:n - Roo (F) is a random element in Roo (F) 
iflimM.....ooPr.. {11 e11.1"> M} = O. We say that the sequence {en: n EN} 
of random elements in fOO(F) converges in law to a Radon limit / if there 
exists a probability Radon measure / in fOO(F) such that for all bounded 
and 11 ' IIF-continuons H : fooF - R we have 

where E" is the upper integral. 
We introduce now two useful concepts in the study of empirical processes: 

metric entropy and majorizing measure. Both give information about the 
"."sIze or "sIlape"f tlle pseuc ome tnc space w l1C 1 . tlle 111 dex se 0 f tl0 I I' I IS t le0 0 

process. 

DEFINITION 1.2. Let (F, p) be a pseudometric space and let c > O. 
The covering number of F using balls of p-radius c is 

N(c,p,F) == min{n EN: i,hel'e exist 11,/2, ... ,In E F 

such that sup min p(J, li) ~ d. 
fEF l~n 

The function H(c,p,F) = 10gN(c,p,F) is called metric entropy and it 
was introduced by I\olmogorov and Tikhomirov (1959). The idea of ma
jorizing measurf' first appearf'd in Preston (1972) and was used by Fer
nique (1974) and Talagrand (1987) in their study of sample paths conti
nuity for Gaussian processes. Let (F, p) be a pseudometric space and let 
Bp(.f,c) = {g E F : p(.f,g) ~ do Let <Il : R+ - R+ be a nonincreasing 
monotone function such that <Il(x + y) ~ <Il(x) + <Il(y) and foa <Il(x)dx < 00 

for some a > O. Under these conditions we have. 

DEFINITION 1.:3. A Borel probability measure on (F,p) is a majorizing 
measure (for (F,p) with respect to <Il) if sUPfEFfooo<Il(JL{Bp(.f,c)})dc < 00, 

A probability measure It is a discl'cte majorizing measure if there exists a 
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sequence {7rq : q E N} such that 7rq :F ---+ :F with ~(7rq:F) < 00, 11 IS 

supported on UqEN 7rq:F and 

(i) p(J, 7rq/) ~ 2- q 
, fm' all f E:F, and (1.1 ) 

00 

(ii) sup L 2-qcl>(,l{ 7rq/}) < 00. 
fE:F q=1 

The proof of the next result can be seen in Andersen, Gine, Ossiander 
and Zinn (1988) (Lemmas 2.1 and 2.4). 

LEMMA 1.4. (a) If (:F, p) admits a maJOflzlllg measure then it also 
admits a discrete majorizing measure, If the majorizing measure T verifies 
that 

limsup {8 <1>(T{Bp U,c:)})dc: = 0 (1.2) 
8-0 fE:F lo 

then the discrete lllajorizing measure Il can be chosen such that 

(1.3) 

(b) If Il is a discrete majorizing measure for (:F, p) supported on UqEN 7rq:F 
then it also verifies that 

00 

sup Lrqcl>(rq,L{7rlf} ... I1{7rq/}) < 00. 
fE:F q=1 

If, moveover, cl> satisfies (1.3) then 

The lemma we state next allows to replace entropy by majorizing measure 
in "cl}aining arguments"; its proof can be seen in Andersen, Gine, Ossiander 
and Zinn (1988), where this observation is attributed to Talagrand. 
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LEMMA 1.5. If 11 is a discrete majorizing measure for (F, p) supported 
on UqEN rrqF then . 

for all 8 > 0, with finite sum for all 7' > 1, where Tq == {(rrd, ... ,rrq/): f E 
F} and 

q 
1'q(t) = 1'q(1) == 'P (log { f} 2 { f})'

11 rr} "'.,I-lrrq 

for t = (rrd, ... , rrqJ) E Tq. 

The function cl> that we will use in next section will have the form 

1 I

cl>2(X) = (log -)2, x> o. 
x 

Next we present in some detail the relationship between entropy and majoriz
ing measure in the case of Gaussian processes; this will make clear the connec
tion between the central limit theorem for empirical processes of Alexander 
(1987) and the reformulation of it that we give in Theorem 3.1. 

Let Z = {Z(t) : t E T} be a Gaussian process. It induces the pseudo
metric a(8, t) = (E(Z(8) - Z(t))2)~, .5, t E T, and let IT 10'= sUPs,tET a(8, t). 
Dudley (1967, 197:3) proved that if 

rln, l-
lo (logN(e,a,T))2de < 00 (1.4) 

then the process Z has a version with almost surely bounded and a-uniformly 
continuous sample paths. In Fernique (1974) it is shown that if (1.4) holds 
then there exists a majorizing measure T for (T, a) such that 

1
5 

lim sup r (log {B ~ )}) 2 de = 0, (1.5)
5-0 tET lo T 0' t,e 

i.e., (1.2) holds with cl>2(;Z;) == (log;)L In the same paper, Fernique stated 

that if there exists a majorizing measure for (T, a) satisfying (1.5) and Z is a 
measurable and separable version of Z, then Zhas almost surely bounded and 
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er-uniformly continuous sample paths. In the strongly stationary Gaussian 
case, Fernique proved that (1.5) is necessary and sufficient for the continuity 
of the sample paths. Talagrand (1987) finally completed the solution of the 
problem by showing that (1.5) is necessary for the continuity and bounded
ness of the sample paths of any Gaussian process. 

The following result gives sufficient conditions for the convergence of {1J71 : 

n E N} (see Andersen, Gine, Ossiander and Zinn, 1988). This proposition 
expresses the idea of finite-dimensional approximation for the central limit 
theorem in infinite dimensions in a way which is very convenient to combine 
with discrete majorizing measures, as we will do in the proof of Theorem 3.1. 

PROPOSITION 1.6. Let F be a class of functions in £2(5,5, P) with 
envelope F finite everywhere. Assume that there exist applications 1r q : F --+ 

F, q EN, such that ~(1rqF) < 00 for all q E Nand 

7l 

(i) lim lim sup sup Pl'" {I n-~ LU - 1rqoJ) - P(J - 1rqoJ)(Xd I> 1]} = 0, 
qo ..... oo 7l fEF ;=1 

and 

(ii) 

for all 1] > O. Then {{n-~ L,:~1(.f(X; - PJ):.r E F} : n E N} converges 
in la\\' in tcx'(F) to a centered Gaussian process Gp with sample paths in 
CIl(F~ P2) and covariance structure determined by P. 

Note that hypothesis (i) is a centering condition which allows for desym
metrization in (ii ) (using Lemma 2.7 (b) in Gine and Zinn (1986)) transform
ing it into an "asymptotic equicontinuity condition" which is the usual one 
to prove the central limit theorem for stochastic processes. 
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2 VAPNIK-CERVONENKIS CLASSES OF FUNCTIONS 

The property we describe now was introduced by Vapnik and Cervonenkis 
(1971) in their study of Glivenko-Cantelli's theorem for classes of sets more 
general than semiintervals in R. 

Let 5 be a nonempty set and let A C S. We will write 

and 
mC(n) = max{,6.c(A) : A C 5, UA = n}, nE N. 

n/(n) is the g1'Owth function of C. We define the (Vapnik-Cervonenkis) 
index of C as v(C) = min{n EN: nl(n) < 2"} or v(C) = +00 if mC(n) = 2" 
for all 71. E N. Say that C is a Vapnik-Cervoncnkis class of sets if v(C) < 00, 

i.e., if these exists an integer n such that for every A C S with n elements, 
{c n A : C E C} does not contain all the subsets of A. 

If.r is a real function on S, its graph is G(f) = {(.'I, t) E 5 x R : 0 S t S 
.r (.'I) 01' f (s) S t SO}. The class F C RS is a Vapnik- Cervonenkis class of 
functions if {G(.f) : .r E F} is a Vapnik-(~ervonenkis class of sets in 5 x R. 
The basic property of the entropy of Vapllik-Cervonenkis classes of functions 
is given in the following lemma which can be seen in Pollard (1984). 

LEMMA 2.1. Let F be a class of measurable real functions defined on a 
measurable space (8, S) with envelope F and let P be a probability measure 
on (8, S) such that 0 < PF < 00. If F is a Vapnik-Cervonenkis class of 
functions then there exist constants A and v, independent of F and P, such 
that 

The exponential inequality we prove next is similar to Proposition 4.8 in 
Alexander (1987); although this one is weaker than Alexander's, it need less 
hypotheses. The proof below which is more elementary than Alexander's, is 
based on Lemma 5.2 in Gine and Zinn (1984) where a technique by Le Cam 
(the "square root trick") is adapted. First, we state Lemma 5.2 in Gine and 
Zinn (1984). If 9 is a class of functions, let 92 = {g2: 9 E 9}. 
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LEMMA 2.2. Let 9 be a class of real functions on S such that 92 

is uniformly bounded by d and deviation measurable for P. Let M n = 
n! SUPgEQ pg2, n E N. Let t > 0 and 7' > 0 be such that A = (~)! 
(2Mn )! - 27' > O. Then for every n E N and A > 0, 

Before stating the inequality, we give two properties of covering numbers: 
if F is a class of functions with envelope F and F' = {f - 9 : f E F, 9 E F} 
then 

N(2cP F, Pi, F') S N 2(cP F, Pi, F) , i = 1,2 

and if F is uniformly bounded by d then 

PROPOSITION 2.~t Let F be a Vapnik-Cervonenkis class of functions 
uniformly bounded by a > 0 and such that, for all (3 > O,(F~2 ((3))2 is devia
tion measurable for P. There exist constants I<l and I<2' depending only on 
the Vapnik-(~ervonenkisindex of F, such that if M and rn satisfy 

1 2aM 2: 28m 2 (3 (2.6) 

and 
Mm! , a2 

- > 1\1 10g-+I<2a - (32 (2.7) 

then 

{ m} { Mm!}Pr* 11 ~cJ(Xd 11.F~(1» Mm! S 2exp - 33a . 
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PROOF. We have that 

Pr'" {II ~C:d(Xi) IIF~Un> Mm!} ~ Pr'" {N (2~~ ,pfm ,F;2(j3)) > H}� 

+Pr'" {II ~f2(Xi) IIF~(,8» 4aMm~}
 

+ Pr'" {II ff2(Xd IIF~un~ 4aMm~,N ( M1 ,pfm ,F;2(f3)) ~ H, (2.8)� 
i=1 2m2 

11 EC:d(Xi) IIFp~Un>' Mm t } . 

By Lemma 2.1 and the remark above, 

AI Pm -rl (Cl)) }' ( M ) -2vN ( -21 ,PI ,.r p2 /i ~ \0 --1
'np 4anp 

M 1 t 2VTaking H = /{o( , (2.8) is less than or equal to 
4am1 

Pr'" {II ~F(Xi) IIF~(3» 4aMmJ} 

+ Pr'" {II f.f2P.'i) IIF~2(3)~4aMm~,N(.M!,pim,F;2(j3)) ~H, (2.9) 
i=1 2np 

11 

m 

LEi!(Xi:1 IIF~(J3» 
i=1 

Mm~ }. 

Adding and subtracting to each f E F;2 (13) the corresponding f" from a 
minimal net of size N(~,pim,F; (/3)) and using Lemma l.(a), the second 

2nt1 2 

term in (2.9) is less than or equal to 

M )-211 {Mm~}2/{0 --1 exp --- . (2,10)( 4am2 32a 

Now, Lemma 2.2 gives a bound for the first term in (2.9): let 9 = F;2(j3), 

'd = 4a2, Mm = m~j32, t = 4aM and r' = a!~!. From (2.6) it follows that 
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1 1 1 1 2a 
1
2 M 12 1 1

A= 22 (a 2 M 2 - m i (3) - > a2 M 2 > 0 
9 

and so 

P,,- {II t,f'(Xi) 1I:F;'(p» 4aMm1} 

:S 4P7'" {N (2!~! ,pfm, F;2({3)) > A} (2.11)
9m 4 

Mm21}+8Aexp --- .{ 8a� 

Taking A = Kb( 111! tv, with Kb conveniently chosen (depending only� 
182 'am 2 

on the Vapnik-(~ervonenkis index of F), from (2.10) and (2.11) we obtain 
that (2.8) is less than or equal to 

81 " ( M) 21' ( M)-2V) {M!m }-v( \0 1 + \0 --1 exp --
182ami 4am2 :32a 

(32 ) -v ( (p ) -2V) {M ~}
:S ( 8K~ ( 182a2 + 2!{0 4a'2 exp - 3;7~ , 

applying (2.6) again. Choosing K 1 and K 2 such that 

( 2) 11 ( 2) 211 } ! max 8· 182v Ko'!:..- 2· 16v Ko !:..- < e(-h-ts}~{ (P' (32 - , 

the result follows. 

We end this section by recalling a theorem by Chang (1964). Let G be a 
probability distribution function on R. The same proof given by Chang, using 
now the function 1 - G( -;r), allows us to state the following reformulation 
of the theorem which is convenient to use it in our proof of Theorem 3.1 
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THEOREM 2.4. Let G be a probability distribution on R and let G n be 
the empirical distribution function ·obtained from the corresponding random 
sample. If {bn ; n E N} is a sequence of positive numbers that tends to 
infinity then, for any e > 0, . 

,}il~ PT' { I 1 ~/x/ -1 I> c} = O.sup __ 
~9-G(x) 1 x 

RESULTS 

Tlw definitive central limit theorem for empirical processes on Vapnik-Cervo
nenkis classes of functions was obtained by Alexander (1987). Here we 
present a different proof of his result which does not make use of Gaussian 
comparison; instead, we combine results of Talagrand (1987) about majoriz
ing measures and a modification of the classic "chaining argument" that 
appears in Andersen, Gine, Ossiander and Zinn (1988) and Andersen, Gine 
and Zinn (1988). The characterization of Gaussian processes with continuous 
sample paths allows for the following reformulation of Alexander's theorem 
(compare with the result in Alexander (1987)). 

THEOREM :3.1. Let F c [,2(5',5, P) be an admissibly measurable 
Vapnik-(:ervonenkis class of functions with envelope F finite everywhere. 
Assume that sUPfE:F 1PI 1< 00. Then 

(i) t2 P{ F" > t.} --+ 0 when t --+ 00, and (3.12) 

(ii) there exists a Borel probability llwasure I' on (F, P2) such that 

6 1 1 

limsup 1(log {B (I )} )2de = 0 
6.....0 fE:F 0 I' P2 ,e 

and 
00 1 1 

sup 1 (log {B (J )})'ide<oo
fE:F 0 I' P2 ,C 

if, and only if, 

n 

{{n-! 2:)J(Xi ) - Pf) : J E F} : n E N} 
i=l 
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converges in law in foo(F) to a centered Gaussian process Gp with sample 
paths in Cu(F, P2) and the covariance structure determined by P. 

PROOF. Necessity follows in the same way as in Corollary 2.3 in Alexan
der (1987). Next we prove sufficiency. By Lemma 1.4, we can assume that 
there exists a sequence {11"q : q E N}, with 11"q : F -+ F such that U( 11" qF) < 00 

for each q E N, and that Jl is a discrete probability measure supported on 
UqEN 11"qF verifying 

(b) 

sup L
00 

2-q,q(J) < 00 
JEF q=1 

where 'q(.f) == (log { J( { j))~' The function ,q is defined on 
It 11"1 ...1' 11"q 

Tq == {(1I"If,· .. , 1I"q.f) : f E F} 

and for each fixed .f E F, the sequence {,q(J) : q E N} is increasing. Let 
;3qa == sUPJEF L~:::qa 2-'I')'1(f). 

Tlw centering condition in Proposition 1.6 follows from (i), hence it is 
enough to show that 

for all 17 > O. 
The first step is truncation. From (i), there exists a sequence {8" : n E 

N}, 0" -+ 0, such that nP{F* > o"n~} -+ 0 as n -+ 00. Fix T"J > 0, </J > 0 
and define 

T" == inf{T > 0: nP{F* > Tn~} < </JT"JO~1}. 

For large enough n, T" ~ 8" and so T" -+ O. On the one hand, we have that 

" 
P1'*{lln-~ ~ci(J - 1I"q.f)/{F">6 ,,!}(Xi )IIF > T"J} ~ 

n 
1=1 
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~nP{2F'*>8nn!}---.O , as n---.oo. 

On the other hand, for big enough n, 

n 

P1''*{lln-! ~Ei(J - 7rqf)I{1"nn!<F.~6nn!}(Xi)ll:F > 1]} 

< EI::::1 I Ei(J - 7rd)I{1"nn~<P<6nn~}(Xd I 
_ I 

1]n'2 

28nn!nP{F'* > Tnnt} 28nn!1]<p8;;1 _ 2,i.. 
~ .1 ~ 1 - '1-', 

1]11 2 1]n 2 

where the last inequality is true since the distribution function is right con
tinuous. 

Therefore, since 

n 

P1''*{IIII-! LEi(J - 7rqf)(X i )ll:F > 31]} 
i=1 

n 

~ Pl''*{lln- t ~Ei(J - 7rqf)I{P>6nn!}(X i)ll:F > 1]} 
1=1 

n 

+Pr'*{lln-tLEiU-7rqf)I{ 1 • < 1}(Xi )II:F>1711""u2"<F <Onn2"
i=1 

n 

+P1'*{lIn-~ LEiU - 7rq.f)I{F. l}(Xi)II:F> 1]},<1""n 2i=1 
it is enough to show that 

for all '7 > O. Hereafter, we will denote .rI .1 by J for any .r E :F. 
{F·~1"nnP } 

Now, we utilize a decomposition of J using "summation by parts" (see 
Andersen, Gine, Ossiander and Zinn (1988); the idea of stratifying comes 
from Bass (1984) through Ossiander (198i); Andersen et al. (1988) consider 
strata whose levels depend on f). For qo E Nand q1 > qo + 1, 

qj 

7- 7rqof = (7 - 7rqJ) + L (7rd - 7rq-d)
q=qo+1 
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ql 

= (J - 7rqJ) + L (7rqj - 7rq-d)/{F"~cn,q(J)} 
q=qo+) 

ql 

+� L (7rqf - 7rq-d)/{P>cn,q(J)} 
q=qo+) 

ql 

+� L (7rqf - 7rq-d)/{P~cn,q(J)} 
q=qo+) 

ql 

+� L (f - 7rq-).f)/{cn,q(J)<F*~cn,q_I(J)}, 
q=qo+2 

where C1l ,q(f) = 2~~f; which, for fixed n E Nand f E F, is a decreasing 
sequenCf> Il1 q. 
Hence, we have that 

11 

Pr-{lln-~ ~Ci(J - 7rqoJ)/{P~7"n1l!}(Xi)"F > 41]} 

11 

:::; Pr'*{lln-t LCi(f - 7rqJ)/{F"~cn,ql(J)}(Xi)IIF > 1]} 
i=l 

11 

+ Pr'-{lln-t LCi(f - 7r qo .f)/{P>cn,qotl(J)}(Xi )IIF > 771 (:3.13) 
i=) 

ql 11 

+Pr*{lln- t L L Ci(7rqI - 7rq-d)/{F-~cn,q(J)}(Xi)IIF > 1]} 
q=qo+) i=) 

ql 11 

+Pr-{lln-~ L LCi(f - 7rq-)J)/{cn,q(J)<F-~cn,q_dJ)}(XdIIF > 771 
q=qo +2 i=) 

and we have to show that each of these terms tends to zero when n and go 
go to infinity. 

The first term 
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vanishes if 

i.e., if 

1 
Since qf ~ "Iqj (I) for all 1 E :F, it is enough to have 

2 1 
-n ~ qf2qj
11 

and this holds taking ql (n) ~ log n for all n > No(11) large enough. 
For the second term, we get that 

p,.• {II E£i(7 - ~ .. J)I{F·>,".~"If)}(Xi)IIF > ~llt} 

2-(qo+l)n! } 
~ nP 2F* > inf (I){ JE:F "Iqo+l 

2-(qO+l)}
< nP 2F* > n i --{- 2" 

which tends to zero as n tends to infinity by (i). 
To obtain the convergence of the third term, we combine Bernstein's in

equality (Lemma 1.1(b)) with properties of the majorizing measure (Lemma 
1.5). Let 6 q / == 7rq / - 7rq-l.f. For positive numbers al, ... , an, bl , ... , bn, 

L...j-l aj < aj"''' 
I lnax -.I:i=l bj - 1~j~" bj 

Using this and the definition of {3qO' we can write 

(3.14) 

~N{ 
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(3.15) 

where we abuse notation to write 6.'11 = 6.qt, Cn,q(J) = Cn,q(t) and "'Yq(J) = 
"'Yq(t) if t = (-rrd, ... , 7rq.f). 

Now Bernstein's inequality implies that (3.15) is less than or equal to 

qdn) { 112n(rq)2')'~(t) }L L exp _ ((1qO)2 • 

'1='10+1 tETq 4(2-'1)2 + ~ 11nh-q')'q(t)cn,q(t) 
3 /3qO 

Rep1anng· Cn,q'(t) l' 1 n h-q l' . becomes)y Its va ue ~, t lIS expreSSIOn 

'11 (n) 

= L L exp{-7'qo(7Jh;(t)} (3.16) 
'1='10+1 tETq 

where 7''10(77) --+ 00 when qo --+ 00 since j3qO goes to zero by (b). Lemma 1.5 
implies that (:3.16) tends to zero wlwn qo tends to infinity; this shows that 
(:3.14) goes to zero when qo tends to infinity. 

Finally, to get the convergencf' to zero of the last term in (3.13), let us 
fix 11 E A and If't us definf' 

(;11,'1 = sup Cll,q(J) 
fEY 

Cn,q = j~} Cn,q(J) , q 2: qo 

and 
q(n) = max{ q :::; ql (n) : q E N, Cn,q > Tnn l.2}, 

For fixed k· E N\{O} and q E N such that q(n) < q :::; q1(n), let p(n,q) be the 
probability measure defined on (8, S) by 

p(n,g){.} = P{. IF- > Cn,q} 
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and let P1'll,q = (p(ll,q))N X ,X be the product measure defined on (SN,SN) 
x ([0, 1], B[o,I]), where ,X is Lebesgue measure on ([0, 1], B[o,I])' Define jjn,q : 
SN X [0, 1] ~ [oo(F), n E N, by 

{i'•.•Ul :J E F) ~ {"-! ~ ei(f - ~'-lf)I{o.,.(f)<F.~'•.•_, (f))(Xi) : J E F} . 

We want to use now Proposition 2.3 and it is convenient to restrict ourselves 
to sets of the form 

All,q,k = {nPn{F'" > Cn,q} = k} = {tI{F">cn,q}(Xd = k}
.=1 

because, in this case, \\le have, for any 1} > 0, 

n n 

= PI'" { {lln 2 
1 

I>ia-7l"q-l.f)I{cn,q(J)<F"~cn,q_J(J)}(Xdll.F > 1}} I {'L1{F">cn,q}(Xi) 
i=1 i=1 

= k}}P1'{A n ,q,d 

< (:!:. )P7'''' {II(~)~ I:~=1 Cia - ~)I{cn,q<F"~C",q_d(Xi) 11 > }_1P1'{A ,} 
- k n,q n d .F 1] (£') n,q,k 

(we ha"f' used that for any measurable set A, P1'''' {. IA} = Pr;t~t}, which is 
easy to prove). 

Chang's (1964) result described in Theorem 2.4 allows us to restrict the 
values of k that we have to consider. Let 

We want to show that PI'''' {R~l} tends to zero when n goes to infinity. We 
have that 

18 
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+ P7'{2P{F" > Cn,q} < Pn{F" > Cn,q} f07' 80me q(n) < q ::; ql(n)}. 
(3.18) 

On the one hand, since Cn,q(n)+l < Tnn~ implies (by the definition of Tn ) that 

(3.19) 

we have 

P7'{nPn {F" > Cn,q} < 1 f07' Mme q(n) < q::; ql(n)} 

~ p,.{nPn {PO > c".,I")+I} < l} ~ Pr {t, IIF'>'n.,,n'H} (X;) < I} 
= (1 - P{ F" > Cn,q(n)+d)'l -+ 0 as n -+ 00. 

On the other hand, also due to (3.19), we can take 

and E = 1 in Theorem 2.4 to get 

Therefore, the second term in (:3.18) goes to zero when n tends to infinity. 
These simplifications allow us to apply now Proposition 2.3. Let 

Pn,q = P{ F" > Cn,q} 

and 
p(n,q) r) r "L 

(In,g = (12 (. ,fI, ., 9 E or . 

For functions f, 9 supported on {F" > Cn,q}, we have that 

and hence 
j,(,)-(g-1))

P -
= j' (')-(q-l)J)-~) 

Pn,q .. 7'L,q 

with 
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and analogously for :F;(a).� 
Finally, we get that the last term in (3.13) is less than or equal to� 

:::; P1'{R~J+ qf) P1'" {{ 'n-~ 'tCi(f - 7rq-1J)J{Cn,q(J)<F"~Cn,q_l(J)}(Xd > 
q=q(n)+1 1=1 :F 

1 

(!.!:) ~ 11 2-('1- ) inflE:F 1'1-1 (f)} P{ P {F" } - k}> n n > Cn,g - , (3.20)
k (3qO 

where (:3.17) was used in the last inequality. 

Hence, by Proposition 2.:3, choosing 

nb-(q-1) 
(3.21 )a = Cn q-1 = . f (J)'

, I1l lE:F /q-1 
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(3.22) 

- 2-(g-1) -!j3 - pn,g (3.23) 

and 
m=k, (3.24) 

we obtain that (3.19) is less than or equal to 

gj(n) { } 
::;0(1)+2 L exp -331~ (}~J./g-l(J))2 . (3.25 ) 

g=g(n)+l t go 

Since, for every .f E :F , /g-l en ~ (q - 1) ~, (3.25) is less than or equal to 

gJ(n) { }
o( 1) + L exp - 331~ (q - 1) 

g=q(n)+l gO 

which tends to zero when qo tends to infinity. It only remains to check that 
values (3.19) to (;3.24) fulfill conditions (2.6) and (2.7) in Proposition 2.3. 
The left hand side in (2.6) is 

_ n!2-(g-l) (~) ~ 172-(q-1) infJE.T /g-l (J) _ n(2-(g-1))2 17 
(L M - . - ---:....----:-1-.:.........:.. 

mfJE:Ft'g-l(.f) k /3qo bj3go 

and the right hand side is equal to 28d(2-(q-1))2p~,~. So it is enough to have 

1117 > -13 - 28kpll,gt go 

and this holds for large qo since k ::; 2npn,g and j3g0 tends to zero when qo 
tends to infinity. 
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From (2.7) we get 

Mm~ _ (n) 1]2-(q-l) infjET Iq_I (f) k1 ( nb-(q-I) ) -1 1] ( ) 
--- - 2 >-q-1 

a k f3qo infjET Iq-l (f) - f3qO 

(3.26) 
since infjETlq-dJ)? (q -l)L The right hand side becomes 

2 

]{I log ;2 + ]{2 = ](I log C,:,q_1Pn,q22(q-l) + ](2' (3.27) 

From hypothesis (i) in the theorem, it follows that 

sup t2 P {F· > t} =:; D < 00 , D E R, (3.28) 
1>0 

and hence, 
2 (3.29)C",qP",q =:; D. 

Multiplying and dividing by C~l,q in (3.27) and recalling that supJET Iq(f) =:; 
2q and that infjE:Flq-d.f)? (q-1)~, we get that (3.27) is less than or equal 
to 

](~ log24(q-l) + ](~' = K"'(q - 1) + ](~'. (3.30) 

Comparing (3.26) and (:3.30), and recalling that f3qO tends to zero when qo 
tends to infinity, the condition (2.7) in Proposition 2.3 holds. This proves 
the theorem. 

REMARKS, (a) The condition supJET 1P f 1< 00 (which is nothing but 
a centering condition) allows us to affirm that (3.12) is necessary. If this 
condition is not assumed, we can only say that 

t2p{F;>t}~0 (L$ t~oo, 

where Fp($) = SUPjET 1 f(·~) - P f I. An alternative hypothesis would be 
to assume that {f - PI : f E F} be an admissibly measurable Vapnik
Cervonenkis class of functions (see Alexander (1987)). 

(b) The stratification used by Alexander (already applied by Alexander 
. and Pyke (1986) in the study of partial sum processes) is based on intervals 
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of the form (41.:,41>+1] which do not depend on f E F; on the contrary, in the 
proof of Theorem 3.1, the strata depend on Cn,q (1). This allows us to take 
advantage of the "lack of uniformity" of the majorizing measure. 

(c) This proof can directly be generalized to give the corresponding stable 
central limit theorems for 1 :s; p < 2. 
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